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TARNISHMENT IN
THE UNITED STATES
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V SECRET CATALOGUE, INC. V. MOSELEY,
605 F.3d 382 (6th Cir. May 19, 2010)
ISSUE: Whether Victoria’s Secret will succeed on
tarnishment claim against Moseleys’ use of
Victor’s Secret and Victor’s Little Secret.
PROCEDURAL POSTURE: 2006 TDRA enactment
supersedes previous S. Ct. holding by changing
the standard of “actual harm” to “likelihood of
harm”.

V SECRET CATALOGUE, INC. V. MOSELEY,
605 F.3d 382 (6th Cir. May 19, 2010)
FACTS:

 Plaintiff V Secret Catalogue Inc. is the record owner of “Victoria
Secret” mark, which has been registered in the USPTO since Jan 20,
1981.
 Victoria Secret sells a complete line of women’s lingerie as well as
other clothing & accessories. VS has 2 stores in Louisville, KY within 60
miles of Defendants’ store.
 VS is rated as the 9th most famous brand in the apparel industry.
 In 1998, Defendants opened “Victor’s Secret” in a strip mall in
Elizabethtown, KY. This store sells adult videos, adult novelties, and
lingerie.
 Victor Moseley stated in an affidavit that women’s lingerie
represented about 5% of sales.

V SECRET CATALOGUE, INC. V. MOSELEY,
605 F.3d 382 (6th Cir. May 19, 2010)
 HELD: TDRA creates rebuttable presumption, or a very strong
inference, that new marks used to sell sex related products are
likely to tarnish a famous mark if clear semantic association
between the two.
 Rejected Defendants’ arguments that they should have the
right to use Victor Moseley’s first name and that the effect of
the association is de minimis.
 The Moseleys do not have a right to use the word “secret” in
their mark.
 They use it only to make the association with the Victoria’s
Secret Mark.

Threshold
Requirement:
Mark Is Famous
Level of fame required; relevant time frame
for inquiry

Coach Servs. V. Triumph Learning LLC,
2010 TTAB LEXIS 383
 FACTS: Coach Services, Inc. (CSI) used COACH in relation to a variety of goods, including
handbags and luggage. Triumph Learning LLC (Triumph) sought to register COACH mark
for test preparation materials.
 CSI opposed Triumph’s USPTO trademark registration on tarnishment and other grounds.
 A study showed a high level of brand awareness among women ages 13-24, but
provided no evidence of brand awareness among women generally, or among men.
 ISSUES:
 (1) Whether Opposer CSI’s evidence of fame reached the required level for dilution
purposes
 (2) Whether Opposer’s mark had reached the requisite level of fame by the proper date.
 HELD:
 (1) No, Opposer failed to show a widespread recognition of Opposer’s mark to the
general population, and therefore does not meet fame requirement.
 (2) CSI failed to meet its burden of proving famousness prior to the use of the mark or at
least before registration.

Coach Servs. V. Triumph Learning LLC,
2010 TTAB LEXIS 383
CSI’s registered marks:
Word mark: COACH
And design mark:

For leather goods, namely, handbags
and luggage

Triumph sought registration of
Word mark: COACH
And design mark:

For computer software in, and printed
materials for, namely, child and adult
education

Coach Servs. V. Triumph Learning LLC,
2010 TTAB LEXIS 383
 QUESTION 1: FAMOUSNESS
 HELD: Even a mark found to be “famous” for purposes of a likelihood of
confusion standard might not reach the stringent level of fame required for
a tarnishment claim.
 RULE: The owner of a mark alleged to be famous [for dilution] must show a
change has occurred in the general public’s perception of the term such
that is now primarily associated with the owner of the mark even when it is
considered outside of the context of the owner’s goods or services.”
 QUESTION 2: RELEVANT TIME OF FAMOUSNESS
 Rule: In a use-based application under Section 1(a) of the Trademark Act, the
Opposer alleging fame must show that Opposer’s mark became famous prior to any
proven first use of the mark by the applicant or, if none is proven, at least prior to the
filing date of the applications (here December 20 and 21, 2004).

Second Requirement:
Harm to Reputation of
Famous Mark

Pfizer Inc. v. Sachs,
652 F. Supp. 2d 512 (S.D.N.Y. 2009)
 FACTS:

 Pfizer is a global pharmaceutical company, which
manufactures and sells Viagra, a prescription
pharmaceutical used to treat erectile dysfunction.
 Defendant Sachs sells outdoor advertising on
decommissioned military equipment, akin to mobile
billboards.
 Defendant towed a 20 ft decommissioned USAF
missile bearing the Viagra brand into Manhattan
and parked it in front of Pfizer’s world headquarters;
 sent an email to Pfizer, boasting it would return the
following week with two female models “riding” the
missile, handing out condoms; and
 that weekend, exhibited the Viagra-branded missile
at an adult entertainment expo in New Jersey.

Pfizer Inc. v. Sachs, 652 F. Supp. 2d 512 (S.D.N.Y. 2009)
HELD: Plaintiff granted summary judgment on claim that its famous
mark, VIAGRA, was tarnished where Defendant exhibited the
mark on a large missile at an adult entertainment exposition to
promote its own advertising services, and threatened to have the
missile ridden by models passing out condoms.

J&B Wholesale Distributing, Inc. v. Redux
Beverages, LLC,
85 U.S.P.Q.2d 1623 (D. Minn. 2007)
 FACTS:

 Plaintiff’s NO NAME brand name used to sell high quality meat and other food
products.
 Defendants used NO NAME mark on an energy drink formerly called “Cocaine.”
 D.C. rejected Defendant’s argument that it was not tarnishing NO NAME, where the
mark was widely used by third parties in culturally subversive, deviant sex and drugrelated uses (e.g. “The Group with No Name,” an S&M internet community) for two
reasons:
 No evidence these uses occurred in Minnesota; and
 These uses not likely to be located together with Plaintiff’s products at grocery stores

 HELD: Where Defendant’s use of Plaintiff’s mark is in context of illegal drugs, Plaintiff
granted preliminary injunction for tarnishment in Minnesota state statute.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. v. VIP Products, LLC,
666 F. Supp. 2d 974 (E.D. Mo. 2008)
 FACTS:
 Plaintiff uses famous mark BUDWEISER in conjunction with beer, and other
products, including pet-related items
 Defendant used mark, BUTTWIPER, on squeeze toy for dogs.
 Plaintiff’s items sold at competing cost to Defendant’s dog toy ($11
BUDWEISER dog leash; $11 BUDWEISER collar; $10 BUTTWIPER dog toy)
 Defendant testified that dog on BUTTWIPER toy suffering from an unsavory
condition affecting its anal glands, and the line following the dog is a
feces mark.
 HELD: No preliminary injunction of for tarnishment of famous BUDWEISER
mark because no evidence that reputation of mark harmed. Dilution is
not a necessary consequence of mental association.

Diane Von Furstenberg Studio v. Snyder,
2007 WL 2688184 (E.D. Va. 2007)
 This case has been criticized for holding that if there is counterfeiting, there must also
be dilution by tarnishment.
 FACTS:
 Plaintiff Diane Von Furstenberg Studio (DVF) is a designer and producer of highquality dresses and women’s apparel.
 Defendants sold look-alike dresses on Ebay, bearing identical DVF mark.
 HELD: After finding that Defendant had counterfeited DVF dresses and clothing,
Plaintiff granted summary judgment for tarnishment on basis that counterfeiting
goods of inferior quality equated to “shoddy workmanship” and likely dilution.

PepsiCo. v. #1 Wholesale LLC,
84 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1040, (N.D. Ga. 2007)
 Criticized for similar reason as DVF, but with added drug
element

 FACTS:
 Defendants market and sell bottle and can safes bearing
PepsiCo’s famous PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, MOUNTAIN DEW, SIERRA MIST
and AQUAFINA trademarks.
 Defendant’s products were made from actual PepsiCo bottles,
cans and canisters, but contained hidden compartments for
concealment purposes.
 HELD: : Changing PEPSI cans into “stash cans” is likely to dilute
and tarnish the PepsiCo marks because Defendant uses the
marks on goods commonly associated with the concealing illicit
drugs.

Affirmative Defenses to
Dilution Claims
TDRA creates three affirmative defenses to dilution:
(1) fair use, (2) news commentary, and (3) noncommercial
use.

Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute Diggity
Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252 (4th Cir. 2007)
 FACTS:
 Appellee Haute Diggity Dog manufactured dog chew toys, which parodied famous
trademarks on luxury products, including those of LVM.
 LVM manufactures purses and other leather goods bearing its “LOUIS VUITTON” and “LV”
design marks—including “pet accessories.” However, LVM did not manufacture pet toys.

 LVM specifically alleged that Appellee’s marks “Chewy Vuiton”, “CV”, and designs and
colors, on its “Chewy Vuitton” dog toy diluted LVM’s marks on its handbag.
 ISSUE:
 (1) PARODY: Whether HDD’s marks parodied LVM’s marks.
 (2) TARNISHMENT: Whether LVM’s reputation was harmed by HDD’s marks.
 HELD:
 (1) Parody must contain two simultaneous and yet contradictory messages: that it is the
original, but also that it is not and is instead a parody. A parody must also communicate
some articulable element of satire, ridicule, joking or amusement.

 (2) No tarnishment because there was no showing of harm to the reputation.

Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute Diggity
Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252 (4th Cir. 2007)

LVM’s registered marks for handbags,
luggage, and luxury pet accessories:
• Word mark: “Louis Vuitton”
• Design marks:

Haute Diggity Dog’s marks for plush dog
toys and beds:
• Word mark: “Chewy Vuiton”
• Design marks:

Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute Diggity
Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252 (4th Cir. 2007)
LVM argued that the possibility that a dog could choke on a “Chewy Vuiton” toy
causes this harm.
 LVM provided no support for this assertion; relied only on speculation about whether a dog
could choke on the chew toys and a logical concession that a $10 dog toy made in China
was of “inferior quality” to the $1190 LOUIS VUITTON handbag.
 There is no record support, however, that any dog has choked on a pet chew toy, such as
a “Chewy Vuiton” toy, or that there is any basis from which to conclude that a dog would
choke on such a toy.

Starbucks Corp. v. Wolfe’s Borough Coffee,
Inc., 588 F.3d 97 (2d Cir. 2009)
FACTS:
 Well before Black Bear used the term “Charbucks” as part of any product name, the
Starbucks marks were “famous.”
 Black Bear manufactures and sells roasted coffee beans and related goods via mail
and internet order, and at a limited number of New England supermarkets.
 In 1997, Black bear developed a coffee blend named “Charbucks Blend”; it now
sells dark-roast coffee called “Mister Charbucks” or “Mr. Charbucks.”

 Black Bear Owner testified, “the inspiration for the term Charbucks comes directly
from Starbucks’ tendency to roast its products more darkly than that of other major
roasters.”

Starbucks Corp. v. Wolfe’s Borough Coffee,
Inc., 588 F.3d 97 (2d Cir. 2009)
 ISSUE: Whether D’s use of “Charbucks” mark for its coffee products is at the level of
parody to shield it from Starbucks’s tarnishment claim.

Starbucks Corp. v. Wolfe’s Borough Coffee,
Inc., 588 F.3d 97 (2d Cir. 2009)
 HELD: Use of Charbucks as a source identifier for Wolfe’s
Borough Coffee does not rise to the level of parody.

 RULE: Parodying a famous mark is protected by the fair use
defense only if the parody is not “a designation of source for
the person’s own goods and services. 15 USC §1125(c )(3)(A)(ii)
“As evident from the statutory language, Charbucks marks
cannot qualify under the parody exception because the
Charbucks marks are used “as a designation of source for
[Black Bear’s] own goods[, i.e. the Charbucks line of
coffee].”
 Black Bear’s use of the Charbucks marks is, at most, a subtle
satire of the Starbucks marks.

The End!

